Alexithymia and stress-induced brain activation in cocaine-dependent men and women
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Objective: Alexithymia means a reduced capacity to identify and describe one's own feelings. Both stress and an alexithymic response to stress can contribute to relapse into drug abuse, but to our knowledge the neural processing of an alexithymic response to stress in cocaine-dependent individuals has not been examined. Methods: In a functional magnetic resonance imaging session, 17 male and 10 female abstinent cocaine-dependent subjects participated in script-guided imagery of neutral or stressful situations. Spatial preprocessing and statistical analysis of brain images were performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping Software (SPM2). Blood oxygen level–dependent contrasts between stress and neutral imagery were correlated voxelwise with scores on the 26-item Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS). Results: Male cocaine users demonstrated a positive correlation between TAS scores and activation in the right putamen and middle frontal cortex during stressful, compared with neutral, imagery. In contrast, no brain regions showed a negative correlation with TAS scores. Female subjects demonstrated a negative correlation between TAS scores and activation in the right amygdala, thalamus, putamen, and left frontal and bilateral temporal cortices, and no positive correlations with TAS scores during stressful, compared with neutral, imagery. Conclusions: Women with greater alexithymic features showed reduced left-hemispheric cortical and right-hemispheric subcortical activation during processing of stress. However, men showed an opposite correlation in the right frontal cortex and putamen, suggesting that responses to stress in the putamen (activation v. deactivation) and frontal cortex (activation v. deactivation, as well as right v. left correlations) are critically different in association with alexithymia between male and female cocaine-dependent patients.
Introduction

Alexithymia is a personality trait whereby individuals have a reduced capacity to identify and describe their own feelings. Alexithymic individuals manifest bland or flattened affect, are preoccupied with somatic symptoms, emphasize communication through action and nonverbal behavior, avoid close interpersonal relationships and tend to be socially conforming. This dysfunction of affect regulation contributes to a variety of physiological and mental disorders.

One hypothesis about the cause of alexithymia is that autonomic responses are exaggerated and prolonged in alexithymic individuals when they experience emotionally provoking situations. These deregulated physiological responses over many years may result in untoward health effects. Empirical evidence for this hypothesis has been mixed, however, with some studies showing increased physiological arousal in alexithymic individuals under affect-laden situations and others showing the opposite pattern of response (see Neumann et al). Moreover, sex differences have not received careful attention in these studies of alexithymia and physiological and neural responses to stress.

A neurological basis of alexithymia has been suggested in patients with brain lesions. For instance, cerebral commissurotomy is associated with alexithymia. Alexithymia also occurs more often in patients with stroke who had a lesion in the right rather than the left hemisphere. More recently, a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study compared responses to emotional pictures in 2 groups of men with high versus low scores on the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS). Compared with the nonalexithymic men, the alexithymic men demonstrated less activation in the left mediofrontal–paracingulate cortex to negative stimuli and more activation in the anterior cingulate, mediofrontal cortex and middle frontal gyrus to positive stimuli. Kano et al compared alexithymic and nonalexithymic men with respect to their brain responses to facial stimuli in a positron emission tomography (PET) study. The alexithymic men exhibited lower regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the right inferior frontal, middle frontal and inferior parietal cortices. Furthermore, rCBF in the right frontal cortices correlated negatively with TAS scores across subjects. Thus, a wide range of brain areas can be involved in mediating the altered affective processing of alexithymic individuals, with the right hemisphere perhaps playing a more dominant role than the left hemisphere.

The current study addresses the neural substrates underlying emotional-distress processing in cocaine-dependent individuals with varying levels of alexithymia. Alexithymia is a potential risk factor for substance use disorders. For instance, patients with cocaine dependence had higher alexithymia scores compared with healthy control subjects. In a study of 46 inpatients with alcohol abuse or dependence, the total TAS score was significantly higher among those who relapsed after discharge than among those who did not, even when depressive symptoms were taken into account. Stress also contributes to substance abuse and relapse. Our earlier imaging study employing script-guided imagery showed that, compared with healthy controls, cocaine-dependent patients failed to activate the anterior cingulate and other paralimbic regions during stress imagery, suggesting dysregulation of control under emotional distress in these patients. Instead, cocaine-dependent patients demonstrated greater craving-related activation in the dorsal striatum, a region that has been implicated in reward processing and obsessive–compulsive behaviors. The current study addresses how alexithymia might alter neural responses to stress in abstinent cocaine-dependent individuals as a first step in understanding how both of these factors might contribute to relapse. Furthermore, because of sex differences in the neural correlates of emotional-distress processing that we have identified, we examined how alexithymia may modulate brain activation during stress separately in men and women. Given that there have been relatively few neuroimaging studies of affect processing in alexithymic subjects, we felt that it was premature to focus on specific brain regions of interest, but broadly hypothesized that limbic brain activation would correlate with levels of alexithymia.

Methods

We recruited 27 cocaine-dependent patients (17 men, mean age 35.9 [standard deviation (SD) 8.3] yr and 10 women, mean age 36.5 [SD 6.2] yr) who had been abstinent for at least 2 weeks and had repeated drug-free urine tests while in an inpatient unit. The male and female patients had a mean total score of 63.2 (SD 13.8) and 68.1 (SD 10.4), respectively, on the 26-item TAS (TAS-26,24,25 p = 0.34; 2-tailed, 2-sample t test). According to the research criteria suggested by Taylor et al, 3 of the male and 2 of the female patients who had a total score greater than 74 were considered to be alexithymic. Ten of the male and 3 of the female patients had a total score lower than 64 and were, thus, nonalexithymic. As reported previously, these male and female subjects did not differ in other demographic characteristics including age, ethnic origin, education, total number of days of cocaine use in the month before admission, total number of years of cocaine use, lifetime prevalence of post-traumatic stress disorder, lifetime prevalence of major depression and childhood trauma, including sexual abuse. The 2 groups also did not differ in hematocrit level, which has been shown to affect blood-oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) signals. All subjects provided informed written consent before the study, in accordance with the study protocol approved by the Yale Human Investigation Committee.

The subjects participated in script-guided stress imagery, while BOLD signals of their brain were acquired in a 1.5-T GE Signa imager (repetition time [TR] 1500 ms, echo time [TE] 45 ms, flip angle 85°, field of view 20 cm, matrix 64 × 64, slice thickness 6 mm and interslice gap 1 mm; 220 images were acquired in each trial). Two scripted imagery trials each covered neutral and stressful events based on individual real-life scenarios. Stress and neutral trials were interleaved within a study, and the order in which they were presented...
was counterbalanced across subjects. Each trial comprised baseline (1.5 min), imagery (2.5 min) and post-imagery (1.5 min) periods. Subjects rated their anxiety level, imagery vividness and cocaine craving on a 10-point Likert scale before and after each trial. Heart rate was recorded every 10 seconds throughout each trial. Spatial preprocessing and statistical analyses of brain images were performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping Software (SPM2; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College London, London) (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2/). Images of each individual subject were corrected for slice timing and realigned (motion corrected). Images were then normalized to an MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) echo-planar imaging template with affine registration and written in isometric voxels. Finally, images were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (10 mm at full width at half maximum).

In a general linear model, brain activation was contrasted for individual subjects between stressful and neutral imagery, each with its own baseline subtracted. Regressors modelling these different epochs were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic basis function to model corresponding changes in BOLD contrast signal. Low-frequency signal drifts were removed by using a high-pass filter (cutoff 1/128 s). A first-order autoregressive model corrected serial autocorrelation. The general linear model estimated the component of variance that could be explained by each of the regressors. At the group level, voxelwise linear correlation with individual TAS scores was performed for the whole brain separately for men and women. We implemented a statistical height threshold of uncorrected \( p = 0.001 \) and an extent threshold of 20 voxels. Conversion of the MNI to the Talairach coordinates was accomplished using a linear algorithm, and Brodmann areas were then identified based on the nearest grey matter approach, using the Talairach Daemon (http://ric.uthscsa.edu/projects/talairachdaemon.html). Other details of the methods were as described previously.

**Results**

Both male and female subjects showed increases in heart rate and in anxiety and craving ratings during stressful, compared with neutral, trials. Moreover, these increases as well as the imagery vividness rating (both for stress and neutral trials) did not differ between male and female subjects. The changes in heart rate, imagery vividness, anxiety and cocaine craving ratings did not correlate with individual TAS scores, either for male (\( p > 0.30 \) in each case) or for female (\( p > 0.15 \) in each case) subjects.

For male subjects, TAS scores correlated positively with activation in the right putamen and right middle and superior frontal cortex (Brodmann area [BA] 8) during stressful trials, compared with neutral trials (Fig. 1). No brain regions showed a significant negative correlation with TAS score. For female subjects, TAS scores during stressful trials, compared with neutral trials, correlated negatively with activation in the following areas: right middle and superior temporal cortex (BA 21 and 38), left frontal cortex (BA 6), left superior temporal cortex (BA 38), left inferior frontal cortex (BA 47), right thalamus, right amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus (BA 35), and right putamen and claustrum (Fig. 2). On the other hand, no brain regions showed a significant positive correlation with TAS score. These results are summarized in Table 1.

**Discussion**

Alexithymia was correlated predominantly with activity in the right hemisphere during stressful, compared with neutral, emotional processing in both men and women, although in opposite directions. This finding is broadly consistent with earlier studies documenting activity mostly in the right hemisphere during an affective processing task. Women with
greater alexithymic features showed reduced activation in left-hemispheric cortical and right-hemispheric subcortical regions during stress processing, whereas men with greater alexithymic features showed an opposite correlation of increased activation in the right frontal cortex and putamen.

Specifically, male and female cocaine-dependent patients showed critically different activation in response to stress in the putamen (activation v. deactivation) and frontal cortex (activation v. deactivation, as well as right v. left correlations) in association with alexithymia. This contrast suggests fundamental sex differences in the neural correlates of alexithymia. It is possible that women with greater alexithymic features are less able to generate and perceive emotion, whereas men with greater alexithymic features are able to generate emotion that they control and do not express. More important for these analyses, alexithymia appears to have a stronger effect on neural processing in female than male cocaine-dependent patients, and this association involves different brain regions and inverse associations from those previously described in non-substance-abusing populations. On the other hand, because we did not compare men and women directly in their association between alexithymia and specific regional brain activations, the sex differences that we presented here should be taken as descriptive in nature.

For instance, one hypothesis about how alexithymia is associated with adverse health effects is that alexithymic individuals show impairment when integrating the verbal capacity of the left hemisphere and the appraisal and regulatory capacity of the right hemisphere. Specifically, alexithymia may impair the ability to label somatic sensations in conjunction with the failure of the frontal cortex to downregulate amygdaloid responses to emotional stimuli. Our current findings did not show an association between activity in verbal frontal areas (inferior frontal cortex [BA 44/45] or medial frontal cortex [BA 6]) and alexithymia. Moreover, at least in women, alexithymia is associated with less rather than more activation in the limbic circuitry during stressful, compared with neutral, emotional tasks.
The current results thus did not provide support for this hypothesis.

Brain activation in subcortical and temporal regions was strongly associated with alexithymia in female cocaine-dependent patients, and those with greater alexithymic features demonstrated less activation in several brain regions related to depressive mood, emotional embarrassment and autobiographical recall of previously stressful emotions. The amygdala is implicated in the emotional dysregulation of patients with a mood disorder (see Drevets36), and we found that women with greater alexithymic features had less activation in the right amygdala during stressful, compared with neutral, imagery. This association is consistent with earlier studies reporting a correlation between subjective feelings of fear and distress and rCBF in the right amygdala during anxiety provocation among patients with social anxiety disorder, specific phobias and posttraumatic stress disorder.37,38 Women with greater alexithymic features also showed less activation in the left inferior frontal cortex or Brodmann area 47, a brain region activated during emotional embarrassment.39 Finally, women with greater alexithymic features had less bilateral temporal activation, suggesting that they were less engaged in autobiographical recall during stress, perhaps reflecting an inability to recall previously stressful emotions.40,41 Note, however, that our female subjects did not appear to experience less anxiety or vivid imagery during the task, suggesting that alternative explanations for these regional brain activations should be explored in future studies.

The interpretation of our findings in men should be tempered by their weaker statistical significance, but they suggest a different set of psychological as well as neural processes in association with alexithymia in men compared with women. The greater activation of the right frontal cortex may reflect a greater effort in men with greater alexithymic features to exercise control over memory-related affect processing during stressful, compared with neutral, imagery.42,43 This regulatory control may channel emotional responses into physiological changes rather than verbal and facial expressions.44,45 However, as indicated earlier, male and female cocaine users did not differ in their change in heart rate during stressful, compared with neutral, imagery. This negative finding suggests that alexithymia did not uniquely determine the change of psychological and subjective measures during emotional distress and that other factors (such as antisocial personality and factors related to chronic cocaine use) needed to be considered in explaining the greater frontal activation in association with alexithymia in cocaine-dependent men.

The greater activation associated with alexithymia in men in the right putamen during stress is broadly consistent with earlier studies implicating the striatum in emotional motor responses.46-48 However, the putamen is involved in processing a wide range of often conflicting dimensions of emotion including disgusted46-48 and happy49 facial expressions, recall of sad50 and stressful51 life events, pain,52 generation of smiles in response to visual comics,53 processing emotionally positive but not negative words54 and responses to intensities of fear, disgust and happiness.55 As an example of this complexity, a meta-analysis of emotional activation studies using PET and fMRI found that the basal ganglia was activated in 70% of happiness-induction studies and 60% of disgust-induction studies.56 The diverse affect-processing tasks that activate the basal ganglia suggest the importance of accounting for sex and personality traits in studies of emotion.57

This study also has several limitations. First, it has a very modest sample size, particularly for comparing sex differences. However, the sex differences were quite striking and, most important, reflected differences in correlations that were both statistically significant and in the opposite directions. Second, we only had a single measure of self-reported alexithymia. Future studies will need to rate this construct with a broader range of self-report as well as possible observer-rated scales based on techniques such as structured rating of self-descriptions.58 Third, the TAS scores showed a more limited range than found in some other studies of alexithymia and showed no sex differences. Some previous work concerning nonsubstance-abusing individuals found higher TAS scores in males.59 These differences probably reflect the limited data available on alexithymia in this population and are consistent with the rates of other mood and affect-related disorders such as depression, which shows no difference between male and female substance abusers, whereas other community populations show significantly more depressed women than men.60,61 The current findings should thus also be considered as specific to patients with cocaine dependence and not be generalized to other subject populations.

In conclusion, the current study demonstrated that alexithymia is an important personality trait in modulating brain responses during emotional imagery. Moreover, alexithymia appears to modulate affect processing differently in male and female cocaine abusers and merits consideration as an important covariate in future studies of the brain’s responses to stress as precipitants of relapse into drug abuse.
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